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Teams in Grammar Systems: 
Hybridity and Weak Rewriting * 
Maurice H. ter BEEK f 
Abstract 
Some new ideas in the theory of teams in grammar systems axe introduced 
and studied. Traditionally, a team is formed from a finite number of sets of 
productions and in every derivation step, one production from each compo-
nent is used to rewrite a symbol of the sentential form. Hence rewriting is 
done in parallel. Several derivation modes are considered, varying from using 
a team exactly one time to using it a maximal amount of times. Here, the 
possibility of different teams having different modes of derivation is defined, 
as is a weaker restriction on the application of a team. The generative power 
of such mechanisms is investigated. 
1 Introduction 
In [4], cooperating distributed grammar systems (CD grammar sytems for short) 
were introduced to formalize a link, recognized in [6], between the so-called multi-
agent systems theory in Artificial Intelligence and the theory of formal languages. 
Since then these systems have been studied intensively and this has already resulted 
in the monograph [5], which contains an exhaustive survey of the state of the art 
in the so-called theory of grammar systems until ca. 1992. 
By now, many well-motivated enhancements have been introduced, resulting in 
hybrid CD grammar systems (allowing the grammars to have different capabilities, 
[22]) and team CD grammar systems (grouping the grammars in teams and rewrite 
in parallel, [20]), to name but a few. 
Here hybrid (prescribed) team CD grammar systems are defined, thus allow-
ing work to be done in teams while at the same time assuming these teams to 
have different capabilities. Two basically different versions can be defined. One 
can consider a hybrid CD grammar system and automatically form teams of its 
components according to some strategy or one can consider a CD grammar system 
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with prescribed teams and simply associate a (possibly different) so-called mode 
of derivation with each team. Concerning the latter one it will be shown that this 
hybridity does not enlarge the generative power any further. However, every re-
cursively enumerable language can be generated by a hybrid prescribed team CD 
grammar system with teams of two members. The question whether the automatic 
forming of teams enlarges the generative power of hybrid CD grammar systems 
remains an open problem. 
Furthermore, a variant of the way teams work in the literature so far is pre-
sented. The motivation to introduce a different concept of rewriting is twofold. Not 
only is the strict requirement that every component of the team must participate in 
every step often bothering in generating languages but, perhaps more important, 
it is definitely too restrictive in the most recent application of grammar systems as 
a framework for natural language generation (see, e.g., [8] and [10]). 
This new way of rewriting is called weak rewriting and it is investigated in the 
case of teams in eco-grammar systems in [2]. It resembles the well-known concept 
of appearance checking in regulated rewriting: every component of a team which 
contains a production that can rewrite the sentential form must be used, but a 
component which does not contain any production with a left-hand side that is 
contained in the sentential form does not need to be used. The generative power of 
CD grammar systems with prescribed teams of variable size operating in the weak 
rewriting step will be shown to equal that of the class of programmed grammars 
with unconditional transfer. This implies that these families and those of the 
prescribed team CD grammar systems operating in the traditional rewriting step 
and the same modes of derivation do not coincide. 
Finally, in the special case of prescribed team CD grammar systems with only 
one production per component and teams of variable size, an equality with the 
class of unordered scattered context grammars is presented. This leads to the fact 
that there are several cases when only one production per component suffices for 
prescribed team CD grammar systems with teams of variable size. 
2 Preliminaries 
In this section, some prerequisites necessary for understanding the sequel are de-
fined. For details and unexplained notions, the reader is referred to [28] for formal 
languages, [13] for regulated rewriting, [27] for Lindenmayer systems and [5], [9], 
[11], [24] and [3] for (variants of) grammar systems. 
The set of all non-empty strings over an alphabet V is denoted by V+. If the 
empty string, A, is included, the notation becomes V*. The length of a string x is 
denoted by |x|. 
An inclusion is denoted by C, whereas a proper inclusion is denoted by C. 
Sometimes, the notation for a family of languages contains a A between the 
brackets [ and ]. This means that the statement holds in the case of allowing A-
productions (indicated by the A inbetween brackets) as well as in the case of a 
restriction to A-free productions (thus neglecting the A inbetween brackets). Also 
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other symbols between brackets must now be understood. 
Without definition, the family of context-free languages (CF) is used in the 
sequel. Its definition can be found in, e.g., [13]. The same holds for the family of 
languages generated by ETOL systems (ETOL). Finally, also the family of languages 
generated by [hybrid] CD grammar systems ([H]CD) shall not be defined here. 
However, their definitions can be found in [5] and will become clear in the sequel. 
None of the above families of languages will be used in any construction in the 
proofs. Those families of languages that are used in (some of) the proofs below, 
are defined next. 
An unordered scattered context grammar with appearance checking ([21]) is a 
construct G = (N,T,S,P,F), where N is the set of nonterminals, T is the set 
of terminals, S 6 N is the axiom, P = {p\,p2, • • -,pn} is a finite set of rules 
(rules are of the form pi : (ai,a2,...,ami) -4 (0i,02,• • -,0mi), where aj -¥ 0j 
are productions over N L I T ) and F is a set of occurrences of productions in P, 
1 < i < n. For w,w' € (N U T)' and 1 < i < n it is said that w directly derives w', 
written as 
w=$-w' iff w = wiailw2ai2.. .wmaimwm+i, w'=wi(3iiw2Pi2. • .ivmpirnwm+i, 
Pi • (<*i,a2,. ..,ap) -4 (0i,02,...,0p) € P, (c*ti><*i2,...,c*im) is a 
permutation of a subsequence of (ai , a2,..., ap), wi G (N U T)* 
and 1 < / < m + 1 
and aj in {ai,a2,.. .,ap} and not in { a ^ , a i 2 , . . . , a ^ } implies that 
aj is not contained in ui and aj —> 0j € F. 
If F = 0, the unordered scattered context grammar is called an unordered scat-
tered context grammar without appearance checking and F is omitted from the con-
struct. Moreover, if F contains all occurrences of productions in P, the unordered 
scattered context grammar is called with unconditional transfer. The language gen-
erated by G is L(G) = {w € T* | S iw}, where = > * denotes the reflexive and 
transitive closure of = > . 
The family of languages generated by unordered scattered context grammars 
with A-free context-free productions in P is denoted by USCac in the case of gram-
mars with appearance checking; when grammars without appearance checking are 
considered the subscript ac is omitted and when grammars with unconditional 
transfer are considered the subscript ac is replaced by ut. 
A matrix grammar with appearance checking is a construct G = (N, T, S, M, F), 
where N is the set of nonterminals, T is the set of terminals, S £ N is the axiom, 
M is a finite set of matrices of the form m : (r\,r2,.. .,rn), where rj : a j -4 0i 
are productions over N UT and |a|/v > 1 , 1 < i < n and F, finally, is a set of 
occurrences of productions in M. For w,w' € (N U T)* and m : (ai —• 0i,a2 -4 
02,.. , , a n —i• 0n) € M it is said that ui directly derives w', written as 
W => w' iff there exist WQ,Wx,...,WN E (N UT)* such that 
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wo = tv and w„ = w' and for ail 0 < i < n — 1 * 
either Wi-i = tu^jQitw^j and W{ = w' i_ lP lw"_ l 
for some w € ( N u T ) m 
or the production c*j /3j cannot be applied to t 
cti fa e F and Wi = Wi-i. 
If F = 0, the matrix grammar is called a matrix grammar without appearance 
checking and F is omitted from the construct. Moreover, if F contains all oc-
currences of productions in M, the matrix grammar is called with unconditional 
transfer. The language generated by G is L(G) = {w 6 T* \ S = > * to}, where 
denotes the reflexive and transitive closure of = > . 
The family of languages generated by matrix grammars with A-free context-free 
productions in M is denoted by MATac in the case of grammars with appearance 
checking; when grammars without appearance checking are considered the subscript 
ac is omitted and when grammars with unconditional transfer are considered the 
subscript ac is replaced by ut. 
For all generative devices mentioned above, only the notation in the case of 
A-free context-free productions was given. When there is no restriction to A-free 
productions a superscript A is added to the notation. 
3 Teams in grammar systems 
Definit ion 1 Let N and T be two disjoint alphabets. A production over (N, T) is 
a pair (A,x) € N x ( jVuT)* . Usually, A x shall be written instead of (A, x). If 
x ± A, then A —• x is called a A-free production. A team over (N, T) is a multiset 
of sets of productions over (N, T). The sets of productions occurring in a team 
shall be referred to as components. 
Traditionally, a team rewrites a string in the following manner. Here, this origi-
nal notion is renamed strong rewriting since another way of rewriting is introduced 
after this definition. 
Definit ion 2 Let N and T be two disjoint alphabets. Let Q be a team over (N, T) 
and x,y e (N U T)*. Then x is rewritten by Q, in the strong rewriting step, into 
y, written as 
X y iff X = X1A1X2A2 .. .xnAnxn+i, y = xiyix2y2 • • .xnynxn+i, 
Xie{NuT)*, 1 < i < n + 1, Aj -t yj G Pj, 1 < j < n and 
Q = {P1,P2,...,Pn}. 
A derivation step of a team thus consists of choosing a production from each 
component of this team and applying these in parallel on the string to be rewritten. 
Now the weak rewriting step for teams is introduced. It is loosely based on the 
so-called weakly competitive rewriting step for colonies as introduced in [12]. 
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Definition 3 Let N and T be two disjoint alphabets. Let Q be a team over (TV, T) 
and x,y £ (N U T)*. Then x is rewritten by Q, in the weak rewriting step, into y, 
written as 
X ==>Q y iff X = X1A1X2A2 .. ,xnAnxn+i, y = xxyix2y2 .. .xnynxn+i, 
X i £ ( N U T)*, l<i<n + l, Aj yj £ Pj, 1 <j<nand 
{Pi , P2,..., Pn} C {Pi , P 2 , . . . , P„} = Q such that 
for all Pq € Q \ {Pi , P2 , • • •, P n } i/iere exisis 
no production a fi G Pq such that a £ xix2 .. .xn+i-
The weak rewriting step of a team thus works in the same way as the strong 
rewriting step, as far as choosing a production from each component of this team 
and applying these in parallel on the current sentential form is concerned. However, 
a derivation according to the strong rewriting step is blocked (1) when a component 
of the team does not contain a production with a left-hand side that is contained in 
the current sentential form or (2) when two (or more) components can only rewrite 
a symbol of the current sentential form that appears only once in that sentential 
form. In the weak rewriting step neither case results in a blocked derivation, since 
only every component containing a production that can rewrite a symbol from 
the current sentential form, without clashing with another component for wanting 
to rewrite the same symbol, applies these productions in parallel on the current 
sentential form. 
If Q is a singleton team, i.e. Q = { P } for some set of productions P , then 
x ==>p y shall be written instead of x y, for — G {s,u>}. It is clear that in 
that case only one symbol in x is rewritten, using a production from P. 
So-called modes of derivation are used to prescribe halting requirements on the 
use of a team. These modes can be divided into three groups. Firstly, mode * has 
no restrictions whatsoever. Any number of derivation steps is allowed. Secondly, 
modes <k,=k and >k restrict the number of derivation steps to at most, exactly 
and at least k derivation steps, respectively. Thirdly, modes to, t\ and t2 are modes 
that represent a so-called maximal number of derivation steps. All three prescribe 
a slightly different condition which needs to be fulfilled before a team is considered 
to have successfully worked in that mode. In the case of mode to the work of a 
team ends successfully when no further derivation step can be done as a team, in 
the case of mode fi the work ends when no component of the team can apply one 
of its productions any longer and in mode i 2 , finally, the work of a team ends when 
there is at least one component that can no longer apply one of its productions. For 
these so-called maximal derivation modes, a distinction is made between the weak 
and the strong rewriting step. 
Definition 4 Let Q = { P i , P 2 , . . . , P „ } be a team over (N,T) and let f £ {< 
k, = k, > k | k > 1} U {*, £0j ,<2} be a mode (of derivation). Furthermore, let 
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x,y,z G (N U T)* and k G N. Then x is rewritten by Q, in the weak (— = w) or 
strong (— = s) rewriting step and working in mode f , into y, written as 
L' . 
iff x y for some k < k, 
iff x=z>kQy, 
iff x = > q y for some k' > k, 
iff x =>Q y for some k, 
iff x =>q y and there is no z such that y =>Q Z, 
8 * iff x y and for no component Pi € Q and no z 
there is a derivation y ==>ps z and 
8 * 
iff x y and there is a component Pi £ Q 
for which there is no derivation y ==>pi z. 
The three variants of the i-mode of derivation first appeared in [17] (io), [20] 
(t\) and [26] (¿2); the other modes of derivation are the natural extension of the 
modes in CD grammar systems (see [5]) to teams of grammars. 
Now a more general definition of teams in the theory of grammar systems than 
the original one from [20] and its generalization from [26] can be introduced. 
Definition 5 A hybrid prescribed team CD grammar system is a construct 
r = (N, T, S, PU P2, ..., Pn, (<?!, h), (Q2, / 2 ) , • • •, (Qm, fm)), 
where N is the set of nonterminals, T is the set of terminals, with NC\T = 0, S E A^ 
is the axiom, PI,P2, • • - ,PN are sets of productions over ( N , T ) , QI,Q2, • • - ,QM are 
teams with components from PI, P2,..., PN and /1, /2, • • •, /m are modes of deriva-
tion. 
If, in this construct, fi = f j for all 1 < i, j < m, the definition of a prescribed 
team CD grammar system as in [26] is obtained. 
Note that in this definition, there is no restriction on the size of a team. In the 
original definition of teams in [20], however, they are of constant size. A natural 
number s > 1 is given and the teams are formed such that the number of compo-
nents of every team is exactly s; these teams are called of constant size s. Moreover, 
in that definition the teams are not prescribed, but each set of components can be 
a team (so-called free teams) as long as the size restriction is fulfilled. 
It is now clear that one can differentiate between the following four variants 
of teams in the theory of grammar systems. For all four, hybridity is another 
possibility. 
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Free teams of variable size: each subset of components can be a team. 
Prescribed teams of constant size: all prescribed teams consist of the same number 
of components. 
Prescribed teams of variable size: these are defined in Definition 5. 
In the case of teams of constant size, whether prescribed or free, a finite set 
of axioms W Ç (N UT) " , with only one string in it containing nonterminals, is 
allowed. This is done since otherwise in the case of A-free productions no string 
shorter than s could be generated. In the case of free teams with teams of constant 
size, the construct thus becomes T = (N,T,W,Pi,P%, . •., Pn). The modifications 
in the other cases are obvious. 
Definit ion 6 Consider a hybrid prescribed team CD grammar system Y as in Def-
inition 5. Then the language generated by T, operating in the weak (— = w) or 
strong (— = s) rewriting step, is 
L~{T) = {z€T*\S wh • • • ==>%p wip=z, 1 < ij < m, 1 < j < p}. 
When dealing with a language generated by teams of constant size, the notation 
of Definition 6 is modified to L~ (r, s). When the teams are not hybrid, the mode 
of derivation is added as a subscript to this notation. 
The family of languages generated by CD grammar systems with hybrid pre-
scribed teams of variable size, operating in the strong rewriting step and A-free 
context-free productions is denoted by HPT+CD. When teams are of constant size 
s, the * in the notation is replaced by s and when there is no restriction to A-free 
productions, A is added to the notation as a superscript. When the teams are not' 
hybrid (prescribed) the H ( P ) in the notation is omitted. 
The weak rewriting step is only considered in the sequel for CD grammar sys-
tems with prescribed teams of variable size. The family of languages generated by 
such systems, working in derivation mode / and operating in the weak rewriting 
step, is denoted by PTwCD(f) in the case of A-free context-free productions; when 
A-productions are allowed the superscript A is added. 
Instead of prescribing the hybrid teams, another way to introduce hybrid teams 
is defined next. Consider a hybrid CD grammar system and automatically form 
teams by combining all components with a certain mode of derivation to form a 
team with that mode of derivation. Because the teams are formed automatically, 
they are not part of the system " hardware", but a way to define the work of the 
system. 
Definition 7 Consider a hybrid CD grammar system 
r = (N,T, S, (Pi,fi), (P2, / 2 ) , • • -, (Pn, /„)), 
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where N is the set of nonterminals, T is the set of terminals, with NaT = 0, S G TV 
is the axiom, Pi, P2,..., Pn are sets of productions over (N, T) and /1, /2, • • •, /m 
are modes of derivation. 
Then teams (Qugi) C { ( P i , / i ) , {P2,f2), • • (Pn,fn)} are automatically formed 
in the following way. For gi € {*, ¿o>*i> <2} U {< k, = k, >k \ k > 1} 
(QuSi) = {(Pk,fk) I fk = 9u 1 < k < n}. 
Such a team (Qi,9i) = {{Pjx, ), (P>2, /J 2 ) , • • •, (Pj,, }Ui )}> IS called an automati-
cally formed team working in mode gi. 
The language generated by T with automatically formed teams is 
Laut(n = {z e T' I s - • • =z,m> 1}. 
The family of languages generated by hybrid CD grammar systems with auto-
matically formed teams of variable size and only A-free context-free productions 
is denoted by HT*CD\ when A-productions are allowed the notation becomes 
HT*CDX. Note that due to the automatical construction from a hybrid CD gram-
mar system (with a one-symbol axiom), the notion of teams of constant size is very 
restricted. Only teams of constant size 1 could be constructed, but they obviously 
have the same generative power as the underlying hybrid CD grammar system. 
Naturally, it is possible to consider hybrid CD grammar systems with a string 
axiom instead of a single nonterminal. 
Some relations concerning the generative power of several of these grammar 
systems discussed above are given next. A more complete overview can be found 
in [1]. In the first paper on teams in grammar systems, [20], it was proved that, for 
/ € { = ! , > ! , * } U { < f c | f c > 1}, 
CF = TiCD(f) C T2CD{f) and 
ETOL = TiCD(t) C T2CD(ti). 
These relations prove that there are modes of derivation for which the forming of 
teams strictly increases the power of CD grammar systems, since CD(t) = ETOL 
and CF = C D ( = 1) = CD(> 1) = CD{*) = CD(< k) for a k > 1 were already 
known to hold (see, e.g., [5]). In [7] it was proved that teams of size two suffice, i.e. 
for s > 2 
T,CD(ti)CT2CD(ti). 
The main results of [26] are, for s > 2, / G { * } U { < k, = k, > k | k > 1} and 
9 e {¿1,¿2}) 
p R W _ p T s C D ^ ( f ) = P T . C D M ( f ) and 
PR[ax} = TsCD[x](g) = PT,CD^(g) = PT.CD^(g) 
and the main result of [17] is, for s > 2 and h G {io, 
MATW = T.CDW{h) = PTsCD^{h) = PT,CD^\h) = T.CD[x](h). 
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4 Homogeneous versus heterogeneous teams 
The next lemma follows immediately from the definitions stated in the previous 
section. 
Lemma 1 For s > 1 and f £ {*, io, ii, ¿2} U {<k, = k, >k \ k > 1} 
(i) TsCD[x]{f) C PT„CD[x\f) C PT,CD^{f), 
T.CDW(f) C PT.CD^U) C HPT.CDW and 
PT.CD^(f) C HPTSCD[X] c HPT„C£>W , 
(iij HCDW = HTrCD^ C ffPT.CJD1*1 C HPT.CD^ and 
HTiCDW C HT,CD[x] C ifPT,CDtA l and 
(Hi) [H][P]TSCDM c [ i f ] [ P ] T s + i C £ ) ' A l . 
It is natural to ask whether results similar to those that were stated in the 
previous section, can be obtained for the new definitions concerning hybrid teams 
of grammars. Indeed, some similar results for the hybrid cases will be proved below, 
but some open problems remain. 
To begin with, some results concerning hybrid prescribed team CD grammar 
systems are presented. The next corollary follows immediately from Lemma 1 and 
results stated in the previous section. 
Corollary 1 For s> 2 
p p w c hpt8CDW. 
For the A-free case the next lemma is necessary to conclude that hybrid pre-
scribed team CD grammar systems cannot generate more than the non-hybrid ones. 
Lemma 2 
HPT,CD[X] C MAT[X}. 
Proof Consider the hybrid prescribed team CD grammar system 
r = (N,T, 5, P ! ,P 2 , . . ., P n , (Qx, / 0 , (Q2,h), . ..,{Qm, fm)). 
Define the homomorphism h from (N U T)* into ( {A ' | A £ N] U T)* by 
h(a) = a for a £ T and h(A) = A' for A £ N. 
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Moreover, associate to a team Qi = {Pj j ,Pi3t..Pit}, 1 < i < m, all sequences of 
productions such that from each component P^., 1 < j < Si, exactly one production 
is included in such a sequence. Denote such a sequence by a = (Ai —txi,...,Aa 
xa) and all such sequences associated to a team Qi by Seqi = . . .,<7^. } , 
1 < i < m. 
To simulate this hybrid prescribed team CD grammar system, construct the 
following matrix grammar 
G' = (N',T',S',M',F'), 
where 
N' = WU{i4'| A€ JVJUiT.FJU^y.E;, \ I < j < h,l < i < m} U 
{[QiJiJ} I (Qufi) € T . / i G {<k,=k,>k},l < i < m , 0 < j < k} U 
{[Qi,<?i],[Qi,*o]' I {Qi,9i) G r , f l j G { » , t 0 , t i , t 2 } , l < i<m}, 
T' = Tu{z}, 
M' = {(S'->ST)}U 
{(T -»• [ Q i , / i , 0 ] ) \ fi G { < f c , = f c , > f c } , l < t < m } U 
{(71 [Qi,9i]) I 9i e { » . t o . t i . i a } , 1 < » < m } U 
{([Qi,fi,j] [Qufi,j + l],Ai -> fc(®i),i42--> h(x2),...,Aa h{xa)) | 
0 < j < fc - 1, {Qufi) = {Ph,Ph,- ..,Pj.},Ar xr £ Pirt 
fi G {<k, = k, >k},l< i < m,l < r < s } U 
{([Qu>k,k] [g<,>*,*: ] , i4i - » h(xi),A2 h(x2),...,A, h(xa)) \ 
(Qu>k) = { P ^ P , , , • • , P ; , } , ¿ r • + i , e P i r , l < i < r a , l < r < « } U 
{([Qi, Si] [Qi, 5»], Ai M^i). • • •, 4 . /»(a:.)) I 
(Qi,Si) = { P j 1 1 P ) 3 , . . . , P , . M r - > z r G P,r ,5i e•{*,to.ti , i 2} , 
l < i < m , l < r < s } U 
{ ( [ Q i . t o ] | l < i < m } U 
{ (Ej j -> E< i + 1 ,Ai -> - • p a , . . . , A , V . ) | 
<7̂ . = (Ai x i , . . . , xa),<pr G {i4' r ,F},</j r = F must hold for 
at least one r, 1 < r < s, 1 < j < /j - 1,1 < i < m } U 
{ ( S i , . [Qi ,*o] '>4l -KP2,---,AB~KP,)\ 
Oit. = (Ai xx,..., A„ x„), ipT G {A'r, F},tpr — F must hold for 
at least one r, l < r < s , l < z < m } U 
{ ( s ; . Ei - .^ i F,A2 -4 F,...,A'k -4 F) I 
Mi.Aj, • •A*} = AT, 1 < j < lu 1 < i < m } U 
{(A' -+A) |AeJV}u 
{([Qi, < k,j) -4 T),{[Qi, = k, k) T), ([Qi,>k, k] T), {[Qit *]->T)\ 
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1 < i < m, 0 < j < Jfc} U 
{ ( [ Q i , to]' T, A[ F, A'2 F,..., A'K F) \ 
{AUA2,...,AK} = N,1 < i < m } U 
{ ( [Qi. i i ] T, Ax F, A[ F,A2 F,A2 F,.. ,,A'R F) \ 
{ A x , A 2 , . . . , A r } = dorn(Pj), 1 < i < m } U 
PjeiQiM) 
{ ( [ Q i , t2] -*T,AI F, A[ - t F,A2 F,A'2 F,...,A'R F) \ 
{AI,A2,. .., AR} = dom(Pj) for some Pj € {Qi,t2), 1 < i < m } U 
{(T z)} and 
in F' are all the productions A F appearing in M'. 
The simulation of T starts with introducing the sentential form ST, in which S 
is the start-symbol of T and T is a marker. The marker will control the derivation 
and S will generate the language of the hybrid CD grammar system with prescribed 
teams. This marker is non-deterministically replaced by a control symbol of the 
form [Qi,fi,j] or [Qi.ffi]- In these nonterminals, Qi is the team working in mode 
fi or gi and j is a counter, necessary for the modes fi £ { < k,= k,> fc}. With 
teams working in mode gi e {*,to,ti,t2} we do not need to count and the third 
component is omitted. 
When the marker \Qi,fi,j] ([Qi, <?;]) is present in the sentential form a sim-
ulation by Qi in mode fi (gi) is simulated. The homomorphism h priming all 
nonterminals in the matrices is necessary to guarantee that the productions are ap-
plied to nonterminals that were already existing in the sentential form before these 
matrices were applied and not to those introduced by a production from these ma-
trices themselves. The counter in the case of modes <k, =k and > k guarantees 
that a team rewrites the sentential form less than k, exactly k or at least k times, 
respectively. In case of mode *, to, h and t2 there is no counting at all. 
In case of t\ and t2, however, the productions in the set F guarantee that a 
team does not stop rewriting until no more component or at least one component 
of the team can no longer be used, respectively. Finally, in mode to the symbol 
[Qi,<o] can be replaced only by E{,. This symbol can then be replaced by 
and back to SiJ+1 until is reached. In this way the correct termination of Qi 
in mode to is checked, by the following restrictions. 
Firstly, T,ij can only be replaced by if the corresponding sequence of pro-
ductions indeed cannot be used anymore. An F is introduced otherwise, since each 
sequence must have at least one <pr = F. Secondly, + i is allowed to be replaced 
by £i .+ 1 only after all primed symbols have been replaced by their originals. Fi-
nally, £ ' . can only be replaced by [Qi, to]' after indeed none of the sequences , 
1 < j < /», can be used and then eventually be replaced by T. 
In every case, afterwards the primes are removed and another team can non-
deterministically take the marker spot and start its simulation in its mode. Even-
tually a terminal string results from S followed by the marker T. This marker is 
then replaced by z thus yielding L(G') = L ( r ) { z } . This symbol z can be removed 
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by a morphism and thus, since it is known from [13] that the family MATac is 
closed under restricted morphisms, L(T) g MATac and the first statement of the 
lemma is proved. 
HPT.CDX C M AT xc can be proved directly by a similar construction, even 
simplified since the marker can eventually be replaced by A, making the use of a 
morphism unnecessary. • 
It is known that PR\$ = M A T $ (see, e.g., [13]), hence the following corollary 
follows directly from Lemma 2. 
Corollary 2 HPT.CDM c PR 
All these results for hybrid prescribed team CD grammar systems immediately 
lead to a result for hybrid CD grammar systems with automatically formed teams, 
presented next. 
Corollary 3 For s > 1 
HTXCD[X] C HT.CD[X] C PR[X}. 
Combining these lemmas and corollaries concerning the new definitions, the 
following theorem is obtained. 
Theorem 1 For s > 2 
HT.CD^ C HPT.CD^ = HPTsCDM = PRW. 
5 Weak versus strong rewriting 
It is not hard to see that the principle of weak rewriting, not having to.apply pro-
ductions if they cannot be applied, resembles the appearance checking feature in 
regulated rewriting. Therefore, the following lemma does not come as a surprise. 
In the sequel, a restriction to only one production per component will be indicated 
by a 1 added as subscript. To be even more precise, denote UmSCut for the class of 
unordered scattered context grammars with unconditional transfer and m scattered 
context rules and denote PmTwCD\(f) for the class of prescribed team CD gram-
mar systems with m teams of variable size, 1 production per component, working 
in mode / and operating in the weak rewriting step. 
Lemma 3 For m > 1 and f 6 { = 1, > 1, *} U { < k | k > 1} 
UmSC[$ = PmTwCD[x](f) and UmSCM = PmT.CD[x](f). 
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Proof Only the inclusion from left to right of the first statement is proved 
here, all other inclusions.can be proved in a similar straigthforward way. Consider 
an unordered scattered context grammar 
G = (N,T,S,P,F) 
with unconditional transfer and m scattered context rules. Moreover, for P = 
{P1,P2, • • ,Pm}, Pi • (a»,i,Q!i,2,---iQ!«,*i) {0i,i,Pi,2,---,0i,ki) and 1 < i < rn, 
denote 
ri,j = ai,j f°r 1 < j < ki-
To simulate this unordered scattered context grammar, construct the prescribed 
team CD grammar system 
r = (AT, T, S, Px, P2 , • • •, Pn, Qi, Qi, • • •, Q m ) , 
where 
Pi, P 2 , . . •, Pn are the components {rij } for 1 < j < ki and 1 < i < m and 
Qi,Q2, •tQm are the teams {{rij}, {r2j}, • . . . { V j } } for 1 < j < h and 
1 < i < m. 
A parallel rewriting step of an unordered scattered context grammar is simulated 
by a parallel rewriting step of a team, with its components being exactly the same 
productions as in the scattered context rule. Every component contains exactly 
one such a production and the number of teams equals the number of scattered 
context rules. Any production in G as well as in T does not have to be applied, if 
it cannot be applied to the sentential form. 
Note that the proof requires the unordered character of the scattered context 
grammar, for a component of a team can rewrite any occurrence of the left-hand 
side of its production in the current sentential form. Since a team has to simulate 
the use of a scattered context rule, its mode of derivation is restricted to the cases 
as stated in the lemma. Clearly, L(T) = L(G) and the lemma is proved for the case 
with as well as for the case without A-productions. • 
This lemma has some interesting corollaries. 
Corol lary 4 For x S {s , * } , / € { = 1, > 1, *} U { < it | k > 1} and g £ { * } U { < 
k, = k,>k | k > 1} 
Pi?LAt = PTwCD[x](f) £ PTxCD^(g). 
Proof The equalities PR[$ = USC[$ can be found in [16] and Lemma 3 
thus leads to the equality in the statement. In [19] it is proved that the language 
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{a2" | n > 1} cannot be generated by P R ^ . However, the programmed grammar 
(with unconditional transfer) 
Gi = ( {S ,A ,P} , {a} ,S ,P) , 
where 
P = { ( l : S - 4 A 4 , { 1 , 2 , 5 } , { 1 , 2 , 5 } ) , 
( 2 : S - > P , { 3 } , { 3 } ) , 
(3 : A S , {3 ,4 } , {3 ,4 } ) , 
(4 : A F, {1}, {1}), 
( 5 : A - > a , { 5 } , { 5 } ) } 
generates L(Gi) = {a2" | n > 1} G PRluXJ and thus PR[X} £ Pi?W holds. Finally, 
PPW = PTxCD^(g), for x e { s , * } andg € {*}U{<k, = k, >k \ k > 1 , is stated 
in Section 3. • 
Thus, for several modes of derivation, a prescribed team CD grammar system 
with only 1 production per component and operating in the weak rewriting mode 
cannot be simulated by a prescribed team CD grammar system operating in the 
strong rewriting step not even when there is no limit of 1 production per component. 
Corollary 5 For f G { = 1 , > 1 , * } U {<k \ k > 1} 
CD(t) c PTwCDi(f) c PTwCD$(f). 
Proof The equality CD(t) = ETOL can be found in [5]. The strict inclu-
sion ETOL C O , where O denotes the family of languages generated by the ordered 
grammars (with context-free productions) as introduced in [18], can be found in 
[13]. Furthermore, O C PRut can be found in [14]. In [16], PRut = USCut is 
proved. Finally, in [15], it was proved that PRut C PR^t• Together with Lemma 3 
these results lead to a proof of the statement. • 
Hence, for several modes of derivation, already a prescribed team CD grammar 
system with only 1 production per component and operating in the weak rewriting 
step can generate more than a CD grammar system working in mode t can. 
Corollary 6 For f G { = 1, > 1, *} U {<k \ k > 1} 
PTmCD[x]{f) = PT.CD[x]{f). 
Proof These results follow from Lemma 3 and the fact that USCW = Pi?W 
(see, e.g., [13]) and P P W = PTtCD^(f) for / € { * } U {<k, = k, >k \ k > 1} (see 
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Section 3) hold. • 
Hence teams with one production per component suffice for prescribed team 
CD grammar systems with teams of variable size operating in derivation mode = 1, 
> 1, * or < k (for a A; > 1). 
Remark 1 Note that CD{f) = CF (see Section 3), though CF C PT,CDx{f) 
(see Section 3 and Corollary 6), for f 6 {= 1, > 1, *} U {< k | k > 1}. Hence even 
CD grammar systems with n components cannot generate all languages that can be 
generated by prescribed team CD grammar systems with teams of variable size and 
only 1 production per component, for modes f £ { = 1 , > 1 , * } U { < A ; | A ; > 1}. 
6 Open problems 
It is clear that many open problems remain, both in the field of homogeneous 
versus heterogeneous teams as in the case of weak versus strong rewriting. To start 
with the latter: is strong rewriting more powerful than weak rewriting, or is the 
class of programmed grammars with unconditional transfer equal to the class of 
programmed grammars with appearance checking? My conjecture is the former, 
since the latter would settle the conjecture P-R^ C Pi?Lc' in the negative and 
this very interesting open problem in the theory of formal languages is very widely 
conjectured to hold. In fact, in [29], the class of programmed grammars is claimed 
to be closed under intersection with regular sets (which would result in a proper 
inclusion indeed), but the proof is subject to disbelief (see, e.g., [15]). 
A possible angle into solving this open problem is to investigate the generative 
power of prescribed team CD grammar systems operating in the weak rewriting step 
with a maximal derivation mode. This might help to fill or to definitely establish 
the gap between programmed grammars with unconditional transfer and those with 
appearance checking. More investigation into the weak rewriting step might also 
finally prove PPW £ 
It is interesting to note that also for colonies (for a definition of colonies, see, e.g., 
[12]) and for teams in eco-grammar systems ([2]), the relation between weak and 
strong rewriting is unknown. An answer to those relations would not necessarily 
solve the case for teams in CD grammar systems, but it might shed light on some 
intrinsic characteristics of weak versus strong rewriting. However, in the case of 
colonies no relation between the two ways of rewriting is known yet, whereas in 
the case of eco-grammar systems it was proved in [2] that strong rewriting can be 
simulated by weak rewriting. 
Concerning homogeneous and heterogeneous teams, the main open problem 
is whether automatic forming of teams strictly increases the generative power of 
hybrid CD grammar systems. The conjecture, at least for the A-free case, is yes 
since this would result in confirmation of the conjecture, stated in [23], that the 
inclusion HCD C MATac is proper. This might be a difficult open problem to settle 
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since several years after their introduction in [22] still many problems concerning 
hybrid CD grammar systems are open. 
Especially the relation with matrix grammars is wide open, since in [23] also 
the relation between matrix grammars without appearance checking and hybrid 
CD grammar systems is posed as an open problem. However, several different 
angles have been provided so far. For example, in [1], graph controlled hybrid CD 
grammar systems (GCHCD) were defined and they were proved to be included 
in the matrix grammars with appearance checking and to include both the hybrid 
CD grammar systems and the matrix grammars without appearance checking. It 
is not known, however, whether these inclusions are proper or whether equalities 
can be proved, but one of the inclusions of MAT C GCHCD C MATac must be 
proper. A solution to (one of) these open problems could shed light on this relation 
between hybrid CD grammar systems and matrix grammars without appearance 
checking, or perhaps even solve this open problem. 
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